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The S-Biner Key Rack + is functional, compact, versatile, simple, and, with its double-duty 
as a handy bottle opener, exceptionally useful when you're thirsty.

Made of high quality stainless steel, the S-Biner Key Rack + carabiner clip has a secure gate 
closure on one end, allowing you to clip your keys to an existing key ring, belt loop, purse 
strap, zipper pull-anything with a loop or D-ring. Its interior is designed to serve as a handy 
bottle opener, and the other end holds six different-colored plastic S-Biners, perfectly sized 
to hold 6 separate keys. Identify your keys by color, and attach and release them individually 
from the Key Rack with ease. No more fiddling with split rings or fumbling to find the key 
you need-the S-Biner KeyRack + is perfect for quick and easy sharing of keys with family 
members, leaving a key for a valet or babysitter, taking a single key when you're out on a 
run or ride. And, with its added feature of the bottle opener, popping open a cool beverage 
for you or a thirsty friend as well-anytime, anywhere.

S-Biner®

Available in Stainless & Black

Packaged with 6 Plastic Size #0 S-Biners - combining the innovation and 
versatility of the S-Biner to provide unique functionality and access to your keys.

6 different color S-Biners allow for easy identification of similar style keys - no 
more guessing!

Features a durable stainless steel clip which allows you to clip the Key Rack + to 
an existing key chain, purse, jacket, strap or other convenient location - also 
functions as a handy bottle opener!

Product Dimensions: 2.6" x 1.5" x .3"

Retail Packaging
Dimensions:
5.6”H x 2.1“W x 0.6”D
142.2 mm H x 53.3 mm W x 15.2 mm D


